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TrakSoft Inc. Announces the Release of PFS-Trans, Local Version, a Project
Funding System for Local TransportationDepartments and Private
TransportationCompanies

TrakSoft Inc., a professional software development firm, today announced the January 31st
release of an innovative and professional Project Funding System for Local Transportation
Departments (Cities and Counties) and Private Transportation Construction Companies.

Tallahassee, FL (PRWEB) January 31, 2005 -- "PFS-Trans (Local Version) provides the capability to plan,
manage, and track the funding for Transportation construction Projects," said Gary Harris, Director and Chief
Developer, "and can provide a wide range of data search options and management reporting."

PFS-Trans will manage and track all information about transportation construction projects to include Funding,
Approval Dates, Authorizations, Modifications, Expenditures, and much more. Local Governments will be able
to know how much funds are appropriated to projects as well as what is available to be appropriated at any
time. Private Transportation Construction Companies will be able to manage their funding resources to ensure
all projects stay within budget.

PFS-Trans is extremely flexible and powerful. It has an extensive Project Search Engine that allows its users to
search for projects based on over 40 different data elements. Other capabilities include intuitive screens,
extensive reporting, project document management, two levels of security, and support for handling multiple
organizational units. The detailed reporting capabilities will allow easy reconciliation with other systems.

In addition to the Local Version, PFS-Trans is available in a version for State-Level Departments of
Transportation. It provides the capability to track and manage federal and local funding for State-Level
Projects. Additionally, PFS-Trans will transmit (via FTP) project and funding data, and electronic signatures to
the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA)FMIS-4 System. This will eliminate the need for double entry
and speed up Federal Funding Approvals. It will provide the capability to States for balancing their figures
against the figures provided by FHWA's system, increasing data integrity and user productivity.

"This is an outstanding that can be used to manage and control construction costs," said Gary Harris, "and fully
functional free trial download versions are available."

TrakSoft Inc., in Tallahassee, Florida, specializes in professional and unique software for both the government
and private sectors. For more information, please visit www.PFSTrans.com.
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Contact Information
Gary Harris
TRAKSOFT INC.
http://www.PFSTrans.com
850-671-3720

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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